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Despite everything we see and hear about Copenhagen as a cycling paradise, people still drive cars in the Danish capital. Still, this doesn't make the latest piece of news from the cycling capital of the world any less surprising: Now more bikes than cars are entering the city every day. [Picture: Flickr user
Colville-Andersen] Copenhagen doesn't just have a lot of bikes or a lot of bike-friendly infrastructure. There are also many accurate records of their use, coming in part from a network of 20 permanent sensors that track the arrivals and departures of cycling traffic downtown. As you can see from these
maps and maps, compiled by Mikhail Colville-Andersen of Copenhagen, cycling traffic finally beat car traffic, partly due to an increase in cycling and partly in the decline in car use. According to Colville-Andersen, Copenhagen has counted traffic twice a year since 1970. While these simple figures are
limited, they offer an uninterrupted picture of traffic patterns stretching back nearly 50 years. And in September, for the first time in history, more people entered the city by bike than by car. [Picture: Flickr user Colville-Andersen] This milestone is even more impressive as car ownership in Denmark grows
overall. Copenhagen, though, is so bike-friendly that car ownership still has only 25 percent. While a permit to park residents can be purchased for a ridiculous 100 euros a year, Colville-Andersen writes, it is clear that Copenhagen prefers bicycles and public transport. So, although citizens have access to
cheap cars and cheap parking, they still prefer to go by bike. That right there is all the evidence you need that good cycling infrastructure makes all the difference. If you protect people from cars, so driving is as simple and natural and safe as walking, then people will choose bikes. Unless you're driving a
van or pickup truck, putting your bike in the car is a bit of a hassle. This usually requires removing the wheel, folding the seat and pushing the piece into the cabin until the trunk lid closes. There is a high probability that you will end up with stains of grease or mud on beautiful upholstery. A simple solution
is to get bike racks. Generally speaking, there are three types of racks: mounts mounted on top of your car, those hanging from behind with straps and those that attach to your twitch. Which route you take depends on the type of car you drive, how often you need to carry a bike and, of course, how much
you want to spend. Regardless, these are your best options. If you're looking for bike-related savings, you can also check out our list of the best cyber Monday bike deals for potential savings. The Allen Sports Deluxe 2-Bike Allen Sports Deluxe is the lowest common denominator in the world of bike racks.
It won't break the bank, it takes seconds to and is designed to suit a wide range of cars, including SUVs, sedans, hatchbacks and monovolomes. The manufacturer notes that 12-inch hands make it easy to accommodate almost any type of bike. And, like all belt-style racks, it won't take up much space in
your garage. Tyger Deluxe Black 1-Bike Tyger's Deluxe Black 1-Bike is great if you're the lone rider in your household. It's a sturdy, compact unit built to carry one bike on the back of a car. Individual soft cradles protect the bike frame, while the protective coating ensures that the rack will not rust into
pieces after only a year of use. Be careful that bikes without the top lane of the frame will require an extra band of adapters before mounting on the rack. Saris Bones EX trunk carrier Saris claims bones' hands are among the strongest on the market, so users don't need to worry that the rack will bend
under the weight of three bikes, and fit 90% of America's best-selling cars. It is built entirely with recyclable materials, and is guaranteed not to rust. Its arch-shaped design means it can be mounted even on cars equipped with a spoiler mounted on the trunk. Saris Bones is more of a premium product than
basic options like allen's rack, but it will make your life much easier if you're a frequent driver. Thule Camber Swedes take bike shelves seriously. Swedish company Thule is one of the biggest names in the rack industry; It's a company that produces bike shelves that you see on the front of buses in some
cities. Camber is a hanging bracket that attaches to your car. That means you need a problem, of course. It leans down when users need to open the trunk, and contains smart cradles against swaying roads that prevent bikes from rubbing against each other. Allen 2-Bike Hitch Rack Allen's hitch-mounted
Sports Deluxe is a good choice for users who occasionally need to carry bikes. By design, it is similar to other racks set to stop, but is a basic product with a wallet-adjusted price. You can get a lot for money: It can carry up to 70 pounds, it's powder coated, and it boasts no wavering screw. Fits 1 1/4-inch
and 2-inch receivers. For added peace of mind, Allen offers lockdown and non-sealing models. The Tyger 3-Bike Hitch Mount Tyger bike rack set to stop is a step up from Allen's comparable unit, due to its features and cost. Both companies built these carriers with the same idea: the rack is mounted
directly in the recoiling. It leans down to allow unobstructed access to the trunk. For added convenience, hands bend when not in use. This rack includes a cable lock to ensure no one steals your bikes with a roadblock to ensure no one steals your rack. Tyger Mountain can hold three city bikes, but only
two hills of bikes. Kuat Sherpa 2.0 This rack certainly doesn't come cheap, but Kuat Sherpa ideal stand for serious drivers. This stand, made entirely of aluminium, is one of the easiest among its competitors and recently redesigned to include more user features. For example, it now comes with a foot-
turning lever that allows users to lower the rack even if their hands are full. The Kuat Sherpa stand comes in three colors, and Kuat promises a toolless installation process. CyclingDeal 1-Bike Roof carrier CyclingDeal roof-mounted bike rack is as simple as it gets. It's basically a metal bar that allows users
to secure their bike onto the rungs of the roof of your car. If your vehicle does not come equipped with rungs, you will need to buy a set (and not only for this bracket, almost all roof racks need rungs). The rear wheel remains on the bike, while the front wheel will have to go to the trunk. Thule UpRide
Thule's UpRide stand allows you to carry your bike on the roof of your car without disassembling. The clamps secure the bike on both wheels, meaning there is no risk of damage to the frame, and can carry up to £44. Like all roof racks for bicycles, you will need to install it on the crossbars. You can use
factory-equipped bars, buy a set from Thule or order aftermarket bars. Make sure you do not forget about this rack when driving to garages or other structures with low ceilings. Editor's recommendations to Rijeka No. But people in the cards seem to get a free pass for everyone. There was a bizarre tweet
from a Toronto star that suggested people on bikes were as deadly as people in cars. This is completely untrue no matter how you look at it, whether with math and physics, or with statistics (like the 42 pedestrians people killed in cars last year and the 0 pedestrians people killed on bicycles). A tweet in
Toronto Star/Screen captureAli the author of the tweet is right about one thing, the answer was eye popping. Jack Lakey, the Fixer, writes that while several cyclists took a grudge against the lack of awareness some pedestrians show on multipurpose recreational trails, the overpowering verdict is that
pedestrians have as much fear of bikes as cyclists do from cars. Then it follows with a bunch of anecdotes about how my mother was hit by a cyclist. Or I can't count the number of times I've walked the pavement or the track and the cyclist stormed past me in Mach 1 without warning, scaring me to hell.
Let's be clear and honest, there are jerks on bikes. I have my own anecdotes, walking last year during Toronto's Open Streets festival when a jerk on a bike blew a metre from me at 20MPH. It freaked me out. I've been thinking about writing about it and going through the usual reasons why this kind of
discussion is so problematic. How people on bikes and people on foot struggle around crumbs because cars have taken up the vast majority of space. How the main reason people drive on the sidewalk is because they're scared to death that they'll be killed if they drive down the road. That people on
bikes and people on foot are on the same side, and that articles like this one in The Star are basically. Us. But I've written it so many times before that there's no end. Everyone is so established in their views. It didn't make sense. Then I read an interesting article in Arian Horbovetz's Strong Towns titled
We Must Be Perfect. The author notes that when people who drive cars kill or make someone, it's sad, but that's the cost of doing business. When an SUV driver kills someone on a scooter in Nashville, they ban scooters, not SUVs. People on bikes or scooters are viewed differently than people in cars.
Horbovetz's friend has an explanation: we must be perfect. If a reckless driver kills someone, people see it as a necessary evil. But if a cyclist runs a red light, or a scooter jumps on the sidewalk along a busy street, we're just jerks driving crazy little vehicles regardless of the law. Like Horbovetz, I get
angry when I see someone on a bike running a red light. But I also see three cars in a row bending left through red lights, ignoring blinking pedestrian crossings, and don't get me started on parking in our little lanes painted on bike lanes, barely the only concession ever made to the people on bikes where
I live. In the coming years, the conflicts will only get worse. There are more people on bikes with no safe place to ride, more overpowered electric bikes that can go too fast, more new modes of transport like scooters, and a lot more older people who can hurt me a lot harder or kill me if someone hits them
on anything. It would be logical to redistribute the space accordingly, provide wider sidewalks and separate bike lanes. But instead, as Horbovetz notes, the machine that established the American Way can make countless legal and moral mistakes and be exempted as an individual mistake. All it takes is
one perceived misstep by a member of the marginal population and the whole movement is considered deviant and dangerous. About 6,000 walking people died driving people in the U.S. last year. 70,000 were seriously injured. In Toronto, motorists killed 42 people while walking, killing 5 people while
cycling. That's the problem, not a few scary cyclists. As I always say, it's a design problem; there must be a safe, connected cycling infrastructure that keeps people on bikes away from cars and off the sidewalk. Otherwise, this is all going to get worse. Up.
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